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USG series: Part 2 of 4

RACE TO THE POLLS
Candidates to debate key issues Thursday
By Max Fllby
Assistant Web Edito'

Students can watch this year's candidates for president and vice president of the Undergraduate Student
Government debate at 9:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Union.

Interfraternity Greek Council creates competition for scholarship
By Dana* King
Reporter

Scholarship, service, leadership and
sisterhood/brotherhood: these are
the four values of the Greek community at the University.
Beginning this semester, the
Interfraternity Greek Council is
challenging its members to embody
these values. The Man of the Week
is a competition the IFC is hosting to
encourage its members to be better
community members. The prize is
a scholarship the IFC will award to a
member each semester.
"Basically man of the week is
going to be the scholarship system
that we use for the Interfraternity

Council," said Beau Slater, sophomore and IFC vice president of judicial affairs. "We're going to have the
chapters nominate someone from
their or another chapter each week
and based on those nominations
the executive committee will vote
on the man of the week."
The winner each week will be
based on what the nominated
people did that week and how they
demonstrated the four values of the
Greek community, Slater said.
"Then at the end of the semester we're actually going to set it up
like a tournament style bracket, and
everyone in the community will
get to vote on who gets to the next
round," Slater said. "(The entries]

won't have a chapter affiliatioa it'll
just say what they've done for the
community and stuff like that and
based on that is how well determine
the scholarship."
Slater also said that the names of
each nominee will be blacked out as
well as any way of identifying who
the individual is.
"We'll try to make it as unbiased
as possible and just look at the facts
of what the person did. And then we
decide based on those facts, who it is
for the week," said sophomore Matt
Ostrow, who is the vice president of
recruitment for the IFC.
See GREEK I

Candidates plan to debate topics
from their platforms such as campus policies, general fees, parking
and the campus shuttle. See what
each candidate has to say about
issues facing parking and the campus shuttle above.
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Scholars to address ethics,
paternalism in society
Philosophy department offers free workshop for students to learn, share ideas
ByAHuaWldman

or her protection, he said.
To explore and debate paternalism, the philosophy department
Paternalistic laws permeate soci- is hosting a free workshop Friday
ety, yet few people probably know and Saturday called "Freedom,
what they are, philosophy professor Paternalism and Morality" from
Christian Coons said.
9:30 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. in room 207
Seat belt laws, drug restrictions of the Union.
and compulsory social security
The event will feature keynote
are three examples of paternalism speakers Douglas Husak from
in the United States — laws that Rutgers University and Richard
restrict an individual's choice for his Arneson from the University of
Assistant News Editor

California at San Diego. Eight
renowned speakers from other universities will attend.
"Paternalism is a philosophical
conflict between two values — having a happy, well-off population and
giving them the ability to make their
own choices," Coons said. "Because
it's a workshop, the audience will

HANNAH SPARLING
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WORK IT: Junior Joshua James struts his stuff on the runway at Dance Marathons Womanless
Beauty Pageant James was one of four competitors in the Tuesday night show, a pre-cursor and fund-

See ETHICS | Page 2

raiser for this weekends 52-hour event The show consisted of a runway walk, a talent portton (for which
James played the piano) and a question-and-answer session

Submission ends today for Dining Services video contest
ByDanMlaRk*
Reporter

"We want videos that

What do you like best about University can, in essence, capture
dining? The answer could be worth a
the dining experience
free meal plan.
University Dining Services is
here at BG."
looking for a student-made video
Sara Meyer | Marketing Manager
that captures the University dining experience.
Dining Services Marketing videos that capture what students
Manager Sara Meyer said creativity like about dining services," Meyer
said. "We want videos that can, in
is important.
"We're looking for fun, entertaining essence, capture the dining expert-

NATION

ence here at BG."
Winners will be selected based
on the number of views the video
receives on YouTube.
Meyer said there will be two prizes
awarded—the grand prize is a small
meal plan worth about 25 meals
and second place is a "prize pack" of
University merchandise.
Freshman Tiffany Alexander said
See DINING | Page 2

RULES FOR ENTRY:
Students can submit videos for a
chance to win meal plan money

I Entrants must adhere to all state.
federal and university laws and

or University merchandise

policies
■ The theme is "What do

I Any submitted content becomes

you like best about BGSU

the property of BGSU Dining

Dining?"

and can be used at any time in the

■ Video entries must be created either individually or by a
team of up to five students.
■ Video must be no more

SPORTS

FORUM

trian three minutes in length.
I Videos must not be offensive.

City leaders oppose Ohio bill

Guest prof shocks students

BG takes on Michigan

Ohio city legislation opposes bill to limit

Amidst various responses to Janet E.

The Falcon Softball team returns to the diamond

bargaining, which is designed to give

Smith's inaccurate speech concerning the

today for the first time since March 12 as it takes

cities more choice in how they handle

immorality of contraception, columnist Kate

on nationally ranked Michigan in Ann Arbor at 4

finances | Pag*. 3

Noftsinger takes a deeper look | Pag* 4

p.m. | Pag* 6

future for any purpose.
I Videos must be submitted to
YouTube and be publicly viewable
to be eligible.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you start a revolution for?
KirsttnCradratt
Sophomore. Musical Theatre
"For making 1 whip my hair back and
forth' the national anthem" | Pag* 4
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ETHICS
From Page 1

learn about applied ethical
issues, but the participants
will learn from one another,
too. Everyone's coming from
different angles and very
diverse backgrounds."
Coons is a member of the
committee thai organized the
event and selected speakers
from more than 100 nominees nationwide.
The University is nationally known for its applied ethics program, and the weekend workshop will further
enhance ils reputation while
"enriching the campus and
students' lives," he said.
"II really involves a lot of

hot, button-pressing issues."
Coons said. "Fundamentally.
it boils down to the issue of
what the role of government
should be. Is il to protect
liberty, or is it to make our
lives better?"
Philosophy
lecturer
Ian Young said he moved
from New Zealand to the

United States to teach at the nity to see this academia in
University because of the phi- process rather than the finlosophy department's strong ished product. It's a group of
reputation. He addresses sev- academics getting together,
eral of the workshop's topics hashing out ideas."
Philosophy
professor
in courses he teaches, he said.
"Some people might not Michael Weber assisted Coons
know what paternalism is and Young in coordinating
right away, but once you get a the event. The Department of
few examples, it's something Philosophy hopes to now host
most people are interested annual workshops on applied
in," Young said. "People may philosophy and has already
argue that making choices is set aside funds for next year,
what America is all about, but Weber said.
"We want to provide a
others think there arc some
choices that people shouldn't forum for students and facmake, or should be discour- ulty interested in this topic,
but we also want to serve
aged from making."
A current topic Young the larger academic world by
said is discussed frequently providing a venue for people
is Richard Thaler and Cass from different universities
Sunslei's book "Nudge," to come together and share
which suggests govern- ideas," he said.
A schedule of events and
ments can subtly influence
information
peoples' decisions without additional
about the workshop can be
enforcing laws.
"It's not exactly telling found on the Department
people what they should and of Philosophy section of the
shouldn't do, but just giving University's website.
Those interested in prethem a little nudge in the
right direction." Young said. registering should contact
"It's a newer idea. A workshop Priscilla Ibarra at 419-372-2117
is an interesting opportu- or p0xuia9bgsu.edu,

BLOTTER
MON., MARCH 28

419-352-0717

2011 HOUSING SPECIAL
133 N. PROSPECT
6 bedroom, 2 full 2 half baths
Unfurnished, washer/dryer
Limit 6- lease 5/14/11-5/12/11

1:57 P.M.
A Playstation, 13 games and
$400 m cash were reported
stolen within the 700 block of E.
Napoleon Road.

11:46 P.M.
Adam M. Kaufman. 22. of
Maumee. was cited for operating
a vehicle impaired near the East
Court Street railroad crossing.

TUES. MARCH 29

318 N. MAIN ST.
6 bedroom, 2.5 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 6 - lease 8/14/11 -8/8/12

12:24 A.M.
Justyn A. Geraghty. 19, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and
possession of drugs, for allegedly
having five hydrocodone pills within
the 1000 block of N. Main St

322 N MAIN ST.
7 bedroom, 3 bath
Unfurnished w/garage
Limit 7-lease 5/12/11-5/7/12

*

ONLINE: Go lo bgviewscom for the
complete blotter irst

DINING

1366LW00STER
6 bedroom, 4 bath
furnished duplex
Limit 6-lease 8/5/11 -8/2/12

From Page 1

Call For Special Offers!

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooster Hours:
Bowling Green. OH Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
(4191352-0717 Saturday 10am-3pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com

the prize is something to look
forward to.
T really like this competition because the prize involves
something we can actually
use ... meal plan, and 1 know
some people who really could
use that right about now,"
Alexander said
Freshman
Stephanie
Schneider said the competition
was a great idea.

the council has for the competition as a whole, Serfozo
said. The first goal is to award
the members who already do
great things that may have
gone unnoticed in the past,
and the second is to give other
members of the community
something to aspire to.
"We figure we have a lot of
members who do amazing
things, within their chapter,
within the community as
a whole, the Greek and the
non-Greek community, and
we really want to have more
people aspiring to do that,"
Serfozosaid. "I think this will
really add a level of excitementtnthecommunityabout
doing the right thing."entries|
won't have a chapter affiliation, it'll just say what they've
done for the community and
stuff like that and based on
that is how we'll determine
the scholarship."
Slater also said that the
names of each nominee will
be blacked out as well as any
way of identifying who the
individual is.
"We'll try to make it as unbiased as possible and just lrx>k
at the facts of what the person did. And then we decide
based on those facts, who it
is for the week," said sophomore Matt Ostrow, who is the
vice president of recruitment
for the IFC.
Members of the IFC community can nominate either
other members who are
in their own chapter or in
another chapter.
"I think there's going to be
a real emphasis on being a
good brother to men in other
fraternities besides their own
because we're making a big
push to make a more unified
IFC and Greek community
as a whole," said senior and
IFC president Larry Serfozo.
"So having good inter-chapter
relations, that'll be one of the
biggest pieces of it."
The idea to start a com-

GREEK
Ftom Page 1

Members of the IFC community can nominate cither
other members who are
in their own chapter or in
another chapter.
"I think there's going to be
a real emphasis on being a
good brother to men in other
fraternities besides their own
because we're making a big
push to make a more unified
IFC and Greek community
as a whole,'' said senior and
IFC president Larry Serfozo.
"So having good inter-chapter
relations, that'll be one of the
biggest pieces of it."
The idea to start a competition for the scholarship
came about because the
council wanted to add some
excitement and competition
to the scholarship process,
Serfozo said.
"In the past what we've done
is had applications submitted in, and we really haven't
got that much volumes in
from the paper applications,"
Slater said. "We just felt like
this was a good way to get
more people out and applying and just thinking more
about scholarships within
the council."
Slater said there are many
ways a man could be eligible
for the competition.
"Leadership for example:
They could have dealt with
something within their chapter or personally where they
showed great leadership
throughout that," Slater said.
"A better example would
probably being showing
brotherhood, like a brother
really needed help or a brother went to the hospital for
some reason, and they really
showed up and showed that
they cared and they were
there for them through the
hard time."
There are two goals that

"This is a good opportunity for many reasons,"
Schneider said. "We can
give dining services feedback on what we like and
we can also showcase our
creativity."
To submit videos, students
must first upload the videos
to YouTube and then paste
the link onto the entry forms.
Contestants can submit
entry forms at www.bgsudining.com/video/entry.html.
The deadline for video submissions is today.

Did you know...
According to
U.S. FDA
standards, 1 cup
of orange juice
is allowed to
contain 10 fruit
fly eggs, but
only 2 maggots.

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
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by our office &
pick up the
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petition for the scholarship came about because
the council wanted to add
some excitement and competition to the scholarship
process, Serfozo said.
"Inthe past what we'vedone
is had applications submitted in, and we really haven't
got that much volumes in
from the paper applications,"
Slater said. "We just felt like
this was a good way to get
more people out and applying and just thinking more
about scholarships within
the council."
Slater said there are many
ways a man could be eligible
for the competition.
"Leadership for example:
They could have dealt with
something within their chapter or personally where they
showed great leadership
throughout that," Slater said.
"A better example would
probably being showing
brotherhood, like a brother
really needed help or a brother went to the hospital for
some reason, and they really
showed up and showed that
they cared and they were
there for them through the
hard time."
There are two goals that
the council has for the competition as a whole, Serfozo
said. The first goal is to award
the members who already do
great things that may have
gone unnoticed in the past,
and the second is to give other
members of the community
something to aspire to.
"We figure we have a lot of
members who do amazing
things, within their chapter, within the community
as a whole, the Greek and
the non-Greek community, and we really want to
have more people aspiring
to do that," Serfozo said. "I
think this will really add a
level of excitement to the
community about doing
the right thing."

1045N.MainSt7B
Bowling Green, OH

Management Inc.

419-353-5800

in Good Locations!

Available for 20111012
•
•
•
•

We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In mosi cases, furnished and unfurnished are ihe same price.
In mosi cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

3 Bedroom Townhouses/Homes/Apts.
Only a Few Left

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.}
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

— •• II II—L II II
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Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com
SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
4-15 I MSI Wooster SI. • 352-0717

(.RKKNBRIAR, INC.
Call for details!
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Pilot inspection
discovers hole in
US Airways jet

CHARLOTTE. N.C.(AP)
- A US Airways plane was
grounded after a pilot making
a pie-flight inspection found a
hole in the fuselage and the FBI
is investigating.
The hole neat the tear of the
plane was found after it arrived at
Charlotte Douglas International
Airport on Monday from
Philadelphia. The airline said
there were no apparent problems
during the flight Passengers who
were going to be on the plane for
its next flight were put on other
flights, the airline said.
Michelle Mohi. a spokeswoman foi US Airways Group
Inc.. said the airline called the FBI
because "it looked like it could
have been" a bullet hole.
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Jail time for
woman accused of
faking son's cancer

Maker: Boat
overloaded in fatal
charity sail

5,200 military kin
brought back to
US from Japan

Population near
ground zero doubles since 2000

Iraq ambassador
says thanks during
Vermont swing

MOUNT CLEMENS. Mich.
- A judge ordered a Michigan
woman to spend a year in jail
Tuesday for scamming thousands
of dollars from donors by drugging her 12-year-old son to make
him appear to have cancer - a
sentence that her family complained was too lenient

SAN DIEGO-A sailing accident in San Diego Bay that killed
the uncle and grandfather of a
special needs child on a charity
boat trip was caused by a gust
of wind that caught the jib. the
only sail laised at the time, the
president of the charity's board
said Tuesday.

PETERSON AIR FORCE
BASE. Colo. (AP)-The US
Northern Command in Colorado
says more than 5,200 family
members of Amencan service
personnel have been flown to the
United States from Japan following the earthquake, tsunami and
nuclear crisis.

NEW YORK -The
destruction wrought on lower
Manhattan by the Sept. 11
attacks hasn't stopped it from
becoming one of the city's fastest-growing neighborhoods.

MONTPELIER.Vt (AP)
- Iraq's ambassador to the United
States is saying thank you for
America's role in bnnging democracy to his country.

Carol Schnuphase. 47, pleaded
no contest in February to charges
of second-degree child abuse
and acting under false pretenses
On Tuesday, she apologized for
her actions in Macomb County
Ciicuit Couit before Judge
Richard Caretti announced he
would send her to the county
jail rather than his preference
- state prison.

The maker of the boat, however, believes the boat carrying
10 people was overloaded and
questioned whether a water
ballast, which helps the ship
automatically right itself, was
properly filled.

Northern Command said
Tuesday that about 2.600 arrived
through Travis Air Force Base
and San Francisco International
Airport in California SeattleTacoma International Airport
received 2.100 people. Another
500 returned through Denver
International Airport.

-Mike Householder (AP)

"It's very small." she said. "This
pilot has a heck of an eye"

Roger MacGregor of Costa
Mesa-based MacGregor Yacht
Corp. said he has been working
with investigators to determine
the cause of the accident.
-Elliot Spagat and Gillian
Flaccus(AP)

Reception centers at Travis
and the Seattle and Denver
airports are helping the families
arrange temporary lodging, food, pet care and other
accommodations.

Census figures released last
week show that the number
of people living on the blocks
around the World Trade Center
has swelled by nearly 25.000
people since 2000
About 45.750 people now
live there, double the number
counted during the last census.
Anyone walking through the
area can see the change. The
area around Wall Street was once
a ghost town in the evenings
after financial district workers
left for the day. Now. it is busy
around the clock.
-David B Caruso (AP)

In a speech to Vermont
lawmakers Tuesday. Samir Shakir
Mahmood Sumaida'ie talked
about the price of war and also
met a woman who'd paid it
- with the 2005 loss of her son in
fighting there.
Sumaida re. who had lunch
Monday with members of the
Vermont National Guard, said
his country remains grateful for America s help and is
hopeful more American companies will join in rebuilding
it Afterward, state Rep. Vicki
Strong pulled him aside to tell
him about the death of Marine
Sgt Jesse Strong

City leaders oppose Ohio Troop deployments cost NC
extra seat in Longress
bill to limit bargaining
"...A
"...A 000(1
good link)!!
union

Senate are Republicans.
...
....
More than a half-dozen
contract...is as good a Democrat-led city councils
or county commissions in
COLUMBUS—ARepublicanbacked Ohio bill to limit col- management tool as Ohio's largest metropolitan
lective bargaining for public
areas have passed resoluyou can get."
workers has been promoted
tionsopposingthebill.About
as a way to give cities more David Hartley | County Comissioner 20 city and county leaders
flexibility to manage their
— mostly Democrats opposBut some city leaders, ing the legislation — were
finances but is drawing
opposition from some city mostly Democrats, say the among the more than 200
leaders who say the change current structure that allows people who spoke at legislaisn't needed.
for negotiating those bene- tive hearings on the bill or
The bill would prohibit fits is workable — even as submitted written testimony
350,000 police, teachers, the state deals with an $8 in recent weeks.
state employees and other billion budget gap and citT can tell you firsthand, the
workers from negotiating ies grapple with their own present system works," Clark
some benefits, such as health financial shortfalls. The CountyCommissionerDavid
care and pension benefits, leaders argue that removing Hartley told the House labor
though they would still be collective bargaining rights committee. "I've dealt with
able to negotiate wages. It would hurt the relationship public employees and I've
also would eliminate auto- between union workers and dealt with public employee
matic pay raises.
unions, and as an adminlocal governments.
Supporters say the changThe division isn't sur- istrator I feel — and I really
es could cut costs and give prising given that Ohio's believe — that a good union
cities more control of their major cities are largely led contract, fairly negotiated
spending and in negotia- by Democrats, while Gov. and consistently applied, is
tions, especially when bud- John Kasich and majori- as good a management tool
gets are tight.
ties in the state House and as you can get."
BrK.nt.bFr.nko
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28,000 militants counted as living abroad due to deployment timing
tary personnel listed North
( ,n ul ma as their home state,
according to Department of
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Most Defense data provided to AR
of the military personnel
The gap of some 28,000
deployedfromNorthCarolina troops was costly: The state
bases during the U.S. Census was about 15,000 people shy
were tallied for other parts of getting an extra congresof the country, denying the sional seat from Minnesota.
state a congressional seat and Those seats are doled out
future tax dollars, according based on population figures
to an Associated Press review. in order to ensure fair repreThe Census usually counts sentation in the U.S. House.
troops at the base where they
A
Government
live and work, but the govern- Accountability Office report
ment decided decades ago found that about $478 bilto tally deployed personnel lion federal tax dollars — for
toward their listed home state, everything from Medicaid
which often refers to where to highway projects — were
the service member grew up distributed in fiscal year
or has family.
2009 at least in part based
North Carolina officials on Census data.
estimate more than 40,000
North Carolina Gov.
troops were deployed from Beverly Perdue unsuccessthe state's military bases fully lobbied Census officials
around the time of the Census last year to count deployed
one year ago, but only 12,200 personnel to their base of last
of the nation's overseas mili- assignment. Perdue's liaison
By Mik. Biktr

The Associated Press

for Census issues, Bob Coats,
doesn't see a way to fight the
discrepancy but plans to
work with the Census for the
2020 count.
"A large chunk of those people who are deployed out may
not consider themselves to be
North Carolinians on their
paperwork, but their presence
at this base definitely impacts
North Carolina's economy,"
Coats said. "They're voting
in North Carolina. They're
using goods and services in
North Carolina."
Even though personnel
may stay at a base for only a
short period, they are typically replaced with more troops.
Camp Lejeune on North
Carolina's coast had about
8,000 service members
deployed at the time of the
Census — more than 10
percent of the population
of lacksonville. where the
base is located.

Editor Applications

SUPPORTS

are being accepted

DANCE MARATHON

+

by the
University Board of Student Publications.
The following positions are available:

BG News Editor
Summer 2011

Show your love by attending

BG News Editor
2011-2012 Academic Year

Key Magazine Editor
2011-2012 Academic Year

Obsidian Editor
2011-2012 Academic Year

Gavel Editor
2011-2012 Academic Year

Tickets on sale now!

Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5 p.m. on Friday, April 1 in 204 West Hall

Ask the info desk for specific dates and times

Tickets are $5
All proceeds will
benefit Dance Marathon.
408 Bowan-TnompKxi Student Union | 419-372-2488 | myutoQbgnj)
Find us on FsoaDook and TwtUw OBOSU_UAO

Q
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"We want videos that can in essence capture the dining experience here at BG.
- Sara Meyer, Dining Services Marketing Manager on the University Dining Services video contest
[see story, pg. 1]
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PEOPLE ON " l"H E STREET What would you start a revolution for?
"No more exams"

"Better paHuncj,

"People need to

"To bring bad Veggie

less consuuction."

respect fairies

Tales."

[\
Kj

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
BRITTANY BE LEW
Sophomore.
Vocal Musk Education

J.D.CAUDILL,
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Veritas speaker unqualified to teach on contraception
position on pregnancy prevention has not changed.
KATE
Many Catholics, like Smith,
■POjMkrlOFTSINGER
endorse the Pope's message,
^^^ 1 CO JJMNIS1
and that's fine. The first
amendment gives all citizens
When I want factually inac- the right to follow any relicurate information about gion they choose. However,
contraception, I always the constitution does not give
look to the Catholic Church. religious "authorities" the
There's no better source for right to lie about medical scisex, lies and anti-abortion ence in hopes of pushing their
propaganda. And the most moral agenda.
Monday's BG News reportrecent event hosted by Veritas
ed several questionablethings
proved just that.
Sunday night, Professor Smith shared with her audiof Moral Theology at Sacred ence. The same statements
Heart Major Seminary Janet can be found on her webpage,
E. Smith visited the University where a transcript of her infato discuss birth control, but mous speech is available.
Tuesday's BG News pubmore importantly, women's
sexuality. While inviting lished a letter to the editor and
1995s "Pro-I jfe Person of the a falcon screech concerning
Year'' to talk to students about the controversial event. Many
contraception may sound like students were outraged by
a joke, I can assure you the Smith's dogmatic assertions.
event was "super cereal."
For instance, Smith
"Contraception, Why Not?" said women using oral
sounds like a consideration. contraceptives will be
But the Catholic Church made attracted to losers.
up its mind about the pill a
This comes from a populong time ago.
lar study in 2008. suggesting
It was 1968 when Pope Paul women find their mates by
VI condemned all birth control smell. Typically, noses lead
except for natural planning or them to someone whose
the "guess when you're fer- genetic makeup differs from
tile" method. LaM year, Pope theirown, but the pill disrupts
Benedict XVI condoned the the olfactory and pushes
use of condoms to combat HIV women towards genetically
and AIDS, but the Church's similar men.

fe^li

However, something else consequences, Smith said the from cheating on their spouses which is why oral contracepcan cause women to seek best alternative to birth contn>l is risking a child bom out of tives advertise as more than
out these "inferior" part- is natural family planning It's wedlock—not the mutual love 99% effective.
"Contraception, Why Not?"
ners; pregnancy. When a easy, because women are only or respect they share.
woman becomes pregnant, fertile 12 hours of the month.
By destroying the offspring makes several other points, but
Yet ovulation can occur at glue holding it all together, the last one 1 care to mention
the same research shows
she wants someone more various times during a cycle, birth control is the ultimate is this: Smith compares conlike herself to help protect and may occur on a differ- home-wrecker. Women using traception to a barrier keeping
and raise her baby.
ent day each month. Very few contraception can work and God out of sex.
A closer look reveals "geneti- women have "regular" periods. make money. Financial indeBut not everyone wants to
cally different" means "more There's no sure way to know pendence enables them to make it a threesome. In fact
leave a marriage when they are Catholics for Choice is a social
masculine" and "genetically which 12 hours to avoid.
But "natural planning" is unhappy—which is wrong.
justice group of dissenters who
similar" means "more feminine." The evidence is just purposely unhelpful because
Relying heavily on "data." believe "the Catholic tradition
another "scientific" push for the last thing pro-lifers are Smith's anecdotal evidence is supports a woman's moral and
traditional gender roles.
trying to do is help women pretty convincing. But with all legal right to follow her conSmith also said birth con- avoid getting pregnant. the facts and figures, there are science in matters of sexualtrol alters hormones, causing Insisting failure is a "bless- no real citations.
ity and reproductive health."
women to become disinterest- ing" makes this method even
For instance, an unnamed They've been around since
priest told Smith that 75% 1973, arguing the Pope has
ed in their partners, which can more transparent.
lead to divorce.
I would encourage anyone percent of couples who live no place in anyone's bedroom
But social scientists think who has the time to investigate together before marriage are but his own.
Some people think "the
divorce is caused by some- other ridiculous claims Smith divorced within the first three
has made in "Contraception, years. She doesn't seem to truth" doesn't come from old
thing else.
A recent article in The New Why Not?" — your choice of care how he arrived at this white men whose power and
York Times found divorce rates CD, MP3 or original transcript. number. She's too busy blam- influence relies on their ability
Yes, it includes things like, ing contraception.
to uphold an archaic, patriarrising in rural areas. When
asked about the increase of "people who have children
And supposedly 50% of chal institution. But others do.
heartbreak in the heartland, become better people." (But girls needing abortions at the And that's fine.
sociologists explained more what about child abuse or "pregnancy help center" where
All I ask is that those people
women are working, gaining neglect?) Smith also thinks Smith volunteered said their express their religious beliefs
autonomy and leaving. And it children help hold marriages contraccptives failed.
as such, rather than distortalso seems class is an impor- together because when you're
Yet the Mayo Clinic endorses ing reality to serve their own
tant indicator.
mad at your spouse and you studies showing "fewer than narrow purpose. Because
College-educated people are go for a long drive, you always one of each one hundred otherwise you are lying. And
more likely to get married and come back for the kids — and women conectly using oral that's a sin too.
stay married while those who work things out
contraceptives becomes pregonly have a high school diploSmithbelievesconlraception nant during the first year of
facilitates adultery, because use." Even beginners can sucma are more likely to split.
Respond to Kate at
Convinced there are latent the only thing keeping people cessfully prevent pregnancy,
tlienews@bgnews.com

Stripping can be a
desirable career
Stereotypes of profession are undeserved
ByCahfinThontM
The Nevada Sagebrush

Strippers have an intense
stereotype Once you hear the
The University of Nevada-Reno
phrase, "She's a stripper," your
Colege News Network
mind is drawn to thoughts of
cocaine baby dolls, clear high
When I was in high school, heels and daddy issues.
our guidance counselor gave
Is the stereotype deserved?
us forms questioning our
Well, I have two of the three.
plans for the future and our So maybe there are certain
ideals for potential careers. I types that flock to this career.
wanted to mark stripper and
Yet, I am the most unapolofuneral home director. Those getic stripper in the world. I love
were my ideals.
what I do. Ill scream it from the
So, it's no surprise 1 walked rooftops because I believe there
right into a strip club and is absolutely nothing wrong
demanded a job almost a year with women being topless or
and a half ago. I guess dreams even nude.
do come true.
Stripping is freedom. It's
It took me about a year to full-fledged freedom. I am an
come out as a stripper.
independent contractor and I
Everyone told me not to iden- schedule my work shifts, givtify openly with the professioa ing me time to write and go to
not if I ever wanted a good job.
school full time.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor.
■ Email us .it thenews^bgnewveom.
■ f>cp a note into ow new corrmertbm at the Union Int^^
Center
■ Cal us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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Moralistic writers are not perfect
about because I have at one or
more times been both the victim and offender of the topic.

It offends me that some
people are naive enough to
think that preachers only
Being a moralistic writer preach about things they have
comes with its pros and cons not been guilty of. It offends
—but mostly cons.
me that some people can honIt's sort of like being a estly say it's "contradictory"
preacher in a lot of regards, or "hypocritical" to call out a
like when people see their subject when you are guilty of
spiritual teacher out and about, what you are talking about—
like at a bar, and let a swear nowhere do 1 ever say "1 have
word slip, and it's the end of never done" or "I never do"
the worid. People can't believe something. The naive mind
that the preacher preaches on and the naive reader who is
a lot of subjects that are close incapable of seeing how thin
to his heart because it's a lot the line between sinners and
of what he has gone through saints is, puts that thought in
in his life, and that's why he his or her own mind.
sometimes can speak with
A few weeks ago, someone
such knowledge and author- who (I can say in clear conity on a subject.
science) does not even know
Being a moralistic writer, I me, and 1 have said maybe
often feel myself under this two to four sentences to in
same lens. People for some my whole four years at the
reason think that because I University, messaged me on
write about subject "A", "B", or Facebook. In this message, the
"C, that I am not guilty of what person wrote that they heard
I am speaking out about. On about some things I have done,
the contrary, let me be the first and they highly disapprove of
to say that the general amount them, because I "claim to be
of things I write about, I write best friends with lesus and

k
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tiod and am in a position of ously arrogant, assuming
leadership at (my) church." and condescending mesWhile I agreed with them that sage, I can't help but wonder
what I was doing was wrong, why people think I am such a
I could not help feeling dis- "good person."
gusted with the assumption
lust because you know
of a person who knows of me the difference between
only through hearsay.
right and wrong, does not
If this person actually knew make you a good person. It
me, they would know that 1 am doesn't make you any kind
not in, nor have ever been, in a of person; it just means that
position of leadership in any you know the difference
church in Bowling Green. If between right and wrong.
this person actually knew me,
All I have is a good moral
they would know that I have compass, a strong conviction
never, EVER made claims that on what is right and what is
"lesus and God are my best wrong. But 1 am not a good
friends." What's even funnier, person. 1 am not a gentleman,
to me, is that this person is not I am not above anything, I do
even Facebook friends with not have a clean head. I give
me. If they read my "Keligious into things I don't want to, I
Views" section, they would have crutches and I step in
have read a quote from Aaron and out of the shadows.
Weiss (who is a Christian Sufi)
People need to understand
"and though I've been mistak- that just because someone is
en on this or that point, that a moralistic writer, doesn't
light is God" Which means to mean they are a tremenme, that although I am wrong dously good person. If someall the time and a horrible one is a moralistic writer,
person and a sinner, I know it simply means they are a
that all the good things in me moralistic writer.
come from God.
While I did not bother
Respond to Chad at
responding to such an obvithenews@bgnews.com

SLOGGING
Check out the sports
bloq for the latest m BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Comment on stories and
cokimns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generaly to be (ewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum
j

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to
the Editor or Guest Columns
may be published online. Name,
year and phone number should
be included for verification purposes. Personal attacks, unverified information or anonymous
submissions will not be printed.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to th*news@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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WORLD BRIEFS
Arrest in French
Caribbean airplane
cash heist

Haiti postpones
election results to
count ballots

PHILIPSBURG. St. Maatten
(AP) - A man suspected of
stealing thousands of dollars
(euros) from the cargo hold of a
plane in flight has been arrested
in Dutch St Maarten.

i Israel considering
I annexing West
Bank settlements

PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti
- Haitians will have to wait a
few more days to learn the
preliminary results of their
presidential election.

JERUSALEM - Israel is
considering annexing major
West Bank settlement blocs
if the Palestinians unilaterally
seek world recognition of a
state, an Israeli official said
Tuesday - moves that would
deal a grave blow to prospects
for negotiating a peace deal
between the two sides

An official with Haiti's electoral council says preliminary
results will be postponed to give
poll workers more time to count
ballots. The official spoke on
condition of anonymity because
the decision had not yet been
made public.

A prosecutor says the 48-yearold Frenchman was arrested
outside a hotel without incident.
Prosecutor Bart den Hartigh says
the suspect allegedly had 10.000
euros (US$14,000) from the
theft in his car.
The suspect is accused of
breaking into the cargo hold of
an Air Antilles Express plane
this month on a flight from
Guadeloupe to St. Maarten.
He allegedly removed wall
panels in the bathroom to
get at the cash shipment. He
allegedly took more than
170.000 euros ($230,000).

Israel has refrained from
taking such a diplomatically
explosive step for four decades.
The fact that it is considering
doing so reflects how seriously it
is concerned by the Palestinian
campaign to win international recognition of a state in the
absence of peacemaking.

The preliminary results
will now be released Monday.
They had been scheduled for
release Thursday.
The official said Tuesday said
that more ballots had come in
than originally anticipated.

BEIRUT. Lebanon - Lebanese
officials said Tuesday that suspects m the abduction of seven
Estonian tourists have opened
fire on police.
The security officials say
at least one police officer
was wounded as police conducted raids in search of the
missing tourists. They spoke
on condition of anonymity in
line with regulations.
The tourists were cycling in the
eastern Bekaa Valley when they
were kidnapped last Wednesday.
Lebanon* leading LBC TV
said secunty forces found the van
used in the kidnapping.
It was not clear whether
the kidnappings were politically motivated, like the wave
of abductions during Lebanon's
civil war. Kidnappings are far less
common now

-AmyTeibel(AP)

In the presidential race,
former first lady and Senator
Mirlande Manigat faced musician Michel Martelly, who is
known as "Sweet Micky."

The prosecutor said Tuesday
the suspect has been extradited
to Guadeloupe to face charges.

Lebanese police
search for missing
Estonian tourists

Bl i Nl W
WIRE
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Syria offers legal
concessions amid
wave of unrest
DAMASCUS. Syria-Facing
an extraordinary wave of popular
dissent. Syrian President Bashar
Assad fired his Cabinet on
Tuesday and promised to end
widely despised emergency laws
- concessions unlikely to appease
protesters demanding sweeping
reforms in one of the most hardline nations m the Middle East.
The overtures, while largely
symbolic, are a moment of
rare compromise in the Assad
family's 40 years of iron-fisted
rule. Security forces monitor
and control nearly every aspect
of society in Syria, and the
feared secret police crush even
the smallest rumblings of opposition. Draconian laws have all
but eradicated civil liberties
and political freedoms.
-Zeina Karam (AP)

-Bassem Mroue (AP)

-Trenton Daniel (AP)

Afghan police:
Taliban overrun
remote district
KABUL. Afghanistan
- About 500 Taliban fighters
overran the tiny capital of a
remote mountainous district
in northeast Afghanistan
on Tuesday, forcing police to
retreat from then small outpost
in the area, an official said.
The takeover was another
indication of the deteriorating
security situation in the north
and east of the country, and a
sign that the Taliban are preparing for a spring offensive against
Afghan security troops and coalition forces.
In separate incidents. NATO
announced that two of its service
members had been killed in
insurgent attacks in eastern
Afghanistan. Their nationalities and other details were not
released. Their deaths brought
the number of coalition troops
killed this month to 29. and the
number killed this year to 96.
-Amir Shah (AP)

German doctor faces unusual
French trial over slain girl
Defendant was kidnapped; left near French courthouse
ByJ.«™ySckwHw
The Associated Press

ing on whether the trial is valid.
A decision on that request was
postponed until Wednesday.
PARIS — A retired German
Dieter Krombach lived in
doctor who was kidnapped freedom for years in Germany
and left in front of a French after his stepdaughter, 15-yearcourthouse on the orders old Kalinka Bamberski, was
of a grieving father went found dead in her bed in July
on trial in Paris on Tuesday 1982 in his home in Germany.
over the killing of a teenage The girl and her mother had
girl 29 years ago.
moved in with Krombach after
The unusual trial is the cul- the girl's parents separated
mination of a decades-long
The girl's father, Andre
battle between two men, in Bamberski, believes that
two countries, now both in Krombach gave his daughter
their 70s. But it also raises a dangerous injection to make
larger questions — about her lose consciousness so he
cross-border justice in the could rape her, leading to her
borderless European Union, death, Bamberski's lawyers say.
and whether the father was
France
convicted
right to try to take justice into Krombach in absentia in 1995
his own hands.
of "intentional violence that
Defense lawyers asked the led to unintentional death"
judge Tuesday to suspend and sentenced him to lSyears
the proceedings and seek a in prison. Germany did not
European Court of Justice rul- extradite him or press charg-

es, saying there was insufficient evidence. Krombach
has denied wrongdoing.
In 1997, Krombach was convicted in a German court to a
two-year suspended sentence
and suspended from medical
practice after pleading guilty to
drugging and raping a 16-yearold girl in his office.
Then in 2009, Krombach
was kidnapped from his
German town, tied up, and
appeared near the courthouse
in the eastern French city of
Mulhouse before dawn one
morning in 2009.
Andre Bamberski later
acknowledged involvement,
and was hit with preliminary
charges of kidnapping.
Bamberski said he had to act
because the statute of limitations was running out and he
wanted Krombach to face justice in France.

US and allies agree Gadhafi must go
Libyan rebels flee as world debates how to end ruler's reign
By Ryan Lucai

tious international air- gest supporters of using air
strikes go even further in power against Gadhafi.
taking out his forces.
World leaders meeting in
HAS 1.ANOUF, Libya —
Opposition
fighters London agreed that Gadhafi
Moammar Gadhafi's forces pleaded for strikes as they should step down but have
hammered rebels with fled the hamlet of Bin yet to decide what additiontanks and rockets, turning lawwad. where artillery ill pressure to put on him.
their rapid advance into shells crashed thunder"Gadhafi has lost the legita panicked retreat in an ously, raising plumes of imacy to lead, so we believe
hourslong battle Tuesday. smoke. No such strikes he must go. We're working
The fighting underscored were launched during the with the international comthe dilemma facing the fighting, and some rebels munity to try to achieve that
U.S. and its allies in Libya: shouted, "Sarko/.y. where outcome," U.S. Secretary
Rebels may be unable to are you?" — a reference to of State Hillary Rodham
oust Gadhafi militar- French President Nicolas Clinton told reporters after
ily unless already conten- Sarkozy, one of the stron- the talks concluded.
The Associated Press
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Paulson adds two recruits for 2011-12
make a strong impact on both
the cross country and track and
Coach Cami Paulson has added field teams. 1 look forward to
two more student-athletes to the having Maria join us this fall."
I.ashbrook, a Rochester N.Y.
women's track and field and cross
country teams for the recruiting native, lettered in both cross
country and track at Greece
class of 2011-12.
Maria Dahlinghaus and Caitlin Alhena High School. She was
Lashbrnok raise Paulson's incoming named the MVP of the Trojans in
cross country for the 2010 season
recruiting class to 14.
Dahlinghaus is a member and was a captain as a senior.
Lashbrook helped lead her team
of the three-time Division 111
state champions in cross coun- to the Monroe County Athletic
try at Minster High School in Association Division II champiMinster, Ohio. She was named onship in 2010 as she earned secthe Most Valuable Player of the ond-team All-County honors in
Minster track team in 2010 and cross country. She is also a memwas named All-Midwest Athletic ber of Greece Athena's recordholding 4x800m relay team.
League runner four times.
"Caitlin has good potential
"Maria is a Rifted student-athlete who has excelled in multiple to be a contributor on both the
sports at perennial powerhouse cross country and track and
Minster High School," Paulson field teams," Paulson said. "1
said. "Maria has the athleticism am pleased lo welcome Caitlin
and determination necessary to to the program."
By BG News Sports Stall

Falcons sign five for 2011 season
By BG News Sports Staff

Men's and women's cross country coach Cami Paulson has
added five student-athletes for
the 2011 season.
Tyler Addis, Kevin Budge. Thomas
Hipwell, Nolan McCue and Zachary
Shilt have all agreed lo run for the
Falcons this fall.
"1 am very pleased to welcome Tyler,
Kevin, Tom, Nolan and Zachary lo
the program," Paulson said. "These
young men will add depth to the
team as we continue to strive for
greater heights in the future.
Addis, a native of Monroe, Mich.,
earned letters in cross country,
track and swimmingfor the Trojans
of Monroe High School, where he
completed a personal-best times of
16:45 in the 5k, 4:44 in the 1600m
and 10:30 in the 3000m. He was
named All-Region in cross country
in 2010 and named most improved
runner in 2009.
Budge was a four-year letter winner in cross country and also lettered in track and field at Bowling

Green High School in HowlingGreen,
Ohio. He was a three-lime captain
in cross country, earning a spot on
the All-Northern Ukes league second-team his sophomore and junior
years while being named first-team
All-N LL his senior season.
Hipwell was a member of his
school's cross country and track and
field teams at Parma High School
in Parma, Ohio. He was named
Northeast Ohio Conference Most
Valuable Player in 2010, qualifying
for regional in 2008,21109 and 2010.
McCue was a 2010 Illinois state
qualifier in the 4x000 and 4x400m
relays for his team at Aurora High
School in Aurora, 111. McCue's
team placed in the top three in the
Suburban Christian Conference in
each of his four years.
Shilt earned four letters in cross
country and a letter in track and
field at Covington High School in
Covington, Ohio. Shilt's cross country team qualified for regionals in
each of his four years on the team.
He was named All-Cross County
Conference in 2010.

BG NEWS FILE MtOIO

FIRE BAUER: Zada Lines prepares lo deliver a pitch in a game last spring. Lines is 3-1 this season with a 2.68 ERA.

Back on the diamond
BG softball resumes season today in Ann Arbor against No. 4 Michigan
By Bryan Filipponi
Reporter

After a 17-day break, the BG softball team returns to action today
as it travels to Ann Arbor lo take on
Michigan. Today's name will be the
Falcons' toughest to date.
The Wolverines are No. 4 in the
USAToday/NICA Coaches Poll and
No. 3 in the ESPN.com/USA Softball
Poll. The previous nationally ranked
team BG faced was Louisiana State
University, who was ranked 19th in
the LSU Tiger Classic at the beginning of the season.
The Wolverines are led by pitchers Jordan Taylor, who is 14-2, and

Stephanie Speierman, who holds a
perfect 14-0 record on the mound.
Together, the two have combined
for a 2.5 liltA with 234 strikeouts
over 193.3 innings.
Despite the Wolverines' 31-2
record and national recognition,
Falcons' coach Shannon Salsburg
said her team is ready to compete.
"We go up to Michigan to play
our game," Salsburg said. "The
thing in college softball is that any
top 25 team can lose any weekend.
There's a lot of parity."
A nearly a two-and-a-half week

Falcons against ranked
teams this season
Fab.11: In the second game of the
season in the LSU Tiger Classic, BG
had just one hit as it was shutout by
then No. 19 LSU, 5-0. Hannah Fulk
recorded the Falcons' only hit.
F«b. 12: Against the same LSU team,
the Falcon offense struggled, mustering just four hits as it was shutout for
the second straight day. 6-0. The
loss was BG's 14th consecutive loss
against a ranked team since defeating No. 13 Washington 3-1 on March
5, 2006

See SOFTBALL | Page 7

Ochocinco earns reserve spot on
Sporting Kansas City MLS team
By Doug Tucker
The Associated Press

"He really loves the game and he was into it. He
wanted to try to make it. I think it's also good

LUMEN POFF

THE BC NEWS

BATTER UP: Logan Walker prepares to tale a cut at a pitch against Northwest Ohio earlier this season

SPORTS
BRIEF
Game with Dayton
rescheduled for April 13
The BG baseball team's home game
against Dayton, which was originally rained
out March 22, has been rescheduled (or
Wednesday. April 15 at Warren Steller Field
The game will be played one day after the
Fakons play Michigan in Ann Arbor.

FACEBOOK

Today BG travels to Dayton to take on
Wright State University at 6:50 p.m.
The Falcons are coming off a series win
in Dekalb. Ill where BG went 2-1 against
Northern Illinois to open Mid-American
Conference play
BG is 8-11 this season and 4-8 on the road
Jon Berti and Clay Duncan are off to fast
starts as both players are near the top in batling with a .597 and 506 average at the plate
Berti leads the Falcons in hits with 25. and
boasts a .540 slugging percentage

KANSAS CITY. Mo. — After a fiveday trynut proved that he was
a good teammate who lacked
enough soccer skills, NFL star
Chad Ochocinco got what he
was hoping for Tuesday — a spot
on the reserve team for Sporting
Kansas City.
Now he'll work out a couple of
times a week with (he MLS team's
reserve squad, which is what he
was hoping for all along.
"This is so awesome I'm an honorary member of SportingKC and
can train with the reserve team
as long as 1 want," Ochocinco
said in a tweet. "Totally awesome ILuvKC."
As a member of the reserve team,
the six-time Pro Bowl wide receiver
for the Cincinnati Bengals will not

TWITTER

for him. He realizes this is a lot more difficult
than it [appears to be]."
Peter Vermes | Kansas City coach

be given a contract or be paid. But
soccer will be a great way to stay
in shape until owners and players
work out their differences and the
NFL lockout is lifted.
Coach Peter Vermes said
Ochocinco had proven himself a
hard worker and a good teammate
and was never a distraction.
"He really loves the game and
he was into it. He wanted to try
to make it," said Vermes. "I think
it's also good for him. He realizes
this is a lot more difficult than it

MEN'S GOLF

lappears to be]. For our sport, it's
great because 1 think there's a lot of
people out there who question how
hard it is to play this game and it's
very, very difficult."
Ochocinco left for home after
getting the good news and said he
would return "in a week or two."
"He realized he's not good
enough to make the team and play
in games," said club spokesman
See RESERVE | Page 7

RUGBY

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Parker shines for BGgorf team

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

A positive attitude has led to fa* top-20 finishes

The BG rugby team, the No 1 team in the nation.

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

for Parker Hewit this season For more on Hewit

will host Wilfrid Laurier on Saturday at 3 pm at

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

and his success this season, be sure to check out

the Colege Park Rugby Field. Be sure to check out

Sports'to become a fan.

http://wvrw.twHtar.com/b9mwssp0rts

Trusiay'sedtioncrf The BG News

Friday's edition of The BG News for a full preview.

Falcons host Wilfrid Laurier
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Georgia Tech chooses Dayton's Gregory
to run men's basketball program
By Paul Newberry
The Associated Press

ATLANTA—Brian Gregory
is ready to gel started on
rebuilding Georgia Tech's
beleaguered basketball
program.
He certainly wasted no
time getting the attention of
his new players.
"He's not a pushover." freshman forward lason Morris
said Monday, shortly after
Gregory met with the team
and was introduced as the
Yellow fackets coach. "He's
going to get what he wants.
Whatever it takes, [even] if
he has to break you down
to your lowest point to build
you back up."

Gregory coached at Dayton to tap into.
the past eight years before
"We need to reconnect
agreeing to take over at and re-engage with our forGeorgia Tech, a program that mer players," he said. "Their
fell on hard times after reach- blood, sweat and tears made
ing the national champion- our program what it is today."
But Gregory received a rathship game in 2004.
Paul Hewitt was fired short- er rude welcome from one
ly after the team wrapped of the current players when
up its fourth losing season Iman Shumpert, the team's
in the past six years with an leading scorer, tweeted right
ugly loss in the Atlantic Coast in the middle of Gregory's
introductory news conferConference tournament.
The 44-year-old Gregory ence that he would test his
said all the tools are in NBA options.
place to restore the Yellow
"Ok...I've decided to test
jackets to national promi- the waters and put my name
nence, including a strong in the 2011 NBA Draft," the
recruiting base, member- junior wrote.
ship in a leading basketHe hasn't hired an agent,
ball league and a promi- meaning he could still return
nent history that he plans to Georgia Tech for his final
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last spring Arney is 4-for-6 at the plate with five runs scored in her last two games

SOFTBALL
From Page 6

"The break was
really important. We

break may cause some team had a couple injuries
lag, but Salsburg viewed the
we didn't even know
break as being a positive.
"The break was really imporabout until we got
tant. We had a couple injuries
we didn't even know about
back here."
until we got back here," she
said. "We were able to recoup
Shannon Salsburg | Coach
and tweak some things of our
hitting and pitching. We feel
good; we're ready to roll."
Paige Berger, who exploded
The Falcons will look for onto the scene last year by setsenior pitcher Zada lines to ting the single-season home
continue her strong season. runrecordwith 12,hasalready
Lines leads the team with a recorded four more this sea2.68 ERA and a record of 3-1.
son. With those 16 home runs
Part of Lines' success can she is now halfway to the 32
be attributed to the team's .971 home run school record.
fielding percentage, which if it
Salsburg said home run hitstays on point would beat BG's ting is not the only impressive
best single season in school aspect of Berger.
history that was set in 2005
"She's getting better in every
with a .966 fielding percentage. way," Salsburg said. "She works
Along with strong pitch- hard, and she's becoming a
ing from Lines, the team vocal leader of the team, and
will look to two sophomores she's pulling people together."
to provide the offensive
Following the Michigan
spark. Andrea Arney is bat- game the Falcons play a douting .500 over the past five ble-header against Kent State
games, and in the previous on Friday, then consecutive
two games Arney went 4-for- games against Buffalo on
6 with five runs scored.
Saturday and Sunday.

year. Shumpert averaged 17.3
points a game this season.
"1 reached this decision before meeting the
new coach...i didn't know 1
was meeting him today,"
Shumpert tweeted.
Gregory said he met
with the entire team an
hour before his news conference, but didn't get a
chance to meet with anyone individually. He plans
to sit down with Shumpert
as soon as possible.

"I've been away
from the game

From Page 6

TURNING THE CORNER: Andrea Arney prepares to round first base in a game

Brian
Gregory
Spent eight seasons as Dayton's
head coach

Dave Borchardt. "This way, since I was a little
he gets to be part of the soccer locker room, which is a kid. I'm just having
dream come true."
fun. The skill set
Ochocinco had appeared
to be realistic about his is not there like it
chances of winning an
MLS contract.
should be."
"I've been away from the
game since 1 was a little
QiadOchoancol KC member
kid. I'm just having fun,"
he said after Monday's
practice game. "The skill mind he would be a proset is not there like it fessional player today,"
should be. All I can do out Vermes said. "No doubt
here on the pitch is prob- in my mind. We've had
ably just run fast."
guys in here with lesser
Ochocinco said his grand- physical tools than he
mot her helped persuade him has. He brings something
to give up soccer and focus to the field, his attention
entirely on football after the to detail and he's very
10th grade. If he had stuck conscientious about the
with soccer, Vermes said, he game. When you bring
would have been a star in that every day onto the
that sport.
practice field you're just
"There's no doubt in my going to get better."

WILLOW
HOUSE
Leasing Office Located at:
IMS N. Main Si.

Willow House Apts.
830 4,h St.

419-353-5800
meccabg.com

MECCA

•1 Bedroom*
•1 Bath*
•Dishwasher*
•Garbage Disposal4
•Air Conditioning*

Management Inc.

•Free Off Street Parking*

COLUMBIA COURT
APARTMENTS
Retmu6 FOR fm 20 ff

Speedy «^^
Burnto *

3 BEDROOMS • 3 PEOPLE

SpeeduBurritos.coin

AMENITIES INCLUDE:

A

J

419-806-4727

SAVE MONEY • EAT HEALTHY

ENTR A N
HIND
n n «^
DOMINO S

425E.WOOSTER

-^

BfcV

S240/M0.

Fully Furnished
Dishwasher/Microwave
Air Conditioned
Lots of Parking
On Site Laundry
FREE WIRELESS!
445 E.Wooster

*"ft

WE DELIVER!

Par
Person

Hours:
Won Fri 9am Spot
Saturday 10am ipni

Bowling Green, OH
43402
419. JS2.0717

GREENBRIAR, INC.
vw/". gri
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Sudoku puzzles for FBEE.
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The Daily Crossword Fix The Tanning Center

DID YOU KNOW...

1 Doles out
2 Cialis competitor
3 Tailor's measure
4 Van Gogh work
5 Gun lobby org.
6 Ahead of time
7 Shade in the Canbbean
8 Bank holding
9 Saxon start
10 Chute above the beach
11 Persian Gulf emirate
12 Like some mortgages
13 DDE predecessor
18 Rope fiber
22 Paternity proof, briefly
4?
24 Mud nest builders
25 Naysayer
27 It surrounds Lesotho:

There is a Ding Dong, Texas.
Ding Dong is an unincorporated
community in Central Texas. It is
situated on the Lampasas River,
eight miles south of Killeen in
southwestern Bell County

29
30
33
34

For Rent

For Rent

419-372-6977
Tin- B(, Nnn wiii not knowing) accept
advcilKritH-nl" dial clrs( iimm.lt" or
OICOUlip ilw (iriiinitiiMi .ipimvi Ml)

1 & 2 BR apts. close to campus,
ideal for grad students, avail.May.
call Gary at 419-352-5414

4BR's. 3 baths. 3 LR large home.
2 fireplaces, hot tub. 50 inch
plasma TV. 2 car garage. Newly
remodeled' Call 419-494-8208

MMdual nr group an the bun »r rani
«CX. CIllllC i Itvtt l.-llH:..ll. tljtil'llll oil
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Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up lo $300/day
No exp necessary, iraining provided, call 800-965-6520 X174.
'Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers Flex hrs. only 15
min. from BG. Apply in person at
465 W Dussel Dr.. Maumee. OH
(419)893-2290
Child care needed in our
non-smoking Perrysburg home.
Flex schedule, reliable transp &
ret. required. Must like pets.
bethweslstamps ©yahoo com
Immediate Direct Care
Openings in BG. Hasklns,
Wabrldge « Portage!
It you love to interact with people,
demonstrate creativity & deal with
something challenging every day.
this is the |Ob for you! Wood
Lane Residential Services. Inc. is
hiring for FT. PT & subs positions
to individuals with developmental
disabilities S9-S13 18/hr based
on exp. Require High School
Diploma or GED & valid drivers
license & acceptable driving
record (for driving positions only)
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application
from WLRS. 545 Pearl Street.
Bowling Green, OH. Mon-Fri.
Or download application at:
www.wlrs.org
EOE
MONEY LOW AFTER
SPRING BREAK????
"HIRING IMMEDIATELY"
WORK WITH TRUGREEN
S8/HR GUARANTEED!!
Work Until End Of Semester.
Nights 4-9PM & Sat 9AM-4PM
MUST WORK EVERYDAY!
"Must Have Good Communication
Skills AND Neat Appearance'
CALL KRIS AT 419-874-1945
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors lor all land, adventure 4
water sports Great summer!
888 844-8080. apply.
campcedar com
Tutor for child, avg 15 hrs/week,
2yrs of college a must, 15 mm
south of BG Call 419-257-7777.
Wanted: responsible person for
up to 3 days/week summer care
of school-aged kids 7:30 to 4:30.
Beginning early June to middle
August. Pool pass included
Please call 419-348-5748

For Rent

1 BR apt. close to campus,
S395/mo t electric, pet friendly.
Call 419-708-9981.
1 room effic. shared bath,
co-ed only, turn, avail 7/15/11.
2BR apt avail June 1. $500/mo,
3BR house, avail Aug 15. 2011.
large 3BR apt, avail August 1st
Call 419-601 -3225
1. 2 & 3 BR apts on Manville.
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239
1, 2 S 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F
www.BGApartments.com
11-12 houses remain, apts/effic.
all next to campus. 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals com
Also 2 BR apt avail immediately'
2 BR S 3BR houses.
S600mo + utilities
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850
2 BR apt. half block from BGSU.
$600/mo, elec & gas incl, unfurn.
Avail. 5/15/11. call 419-601-3108
2BR apt. available tn May,
close to campus! S325/mo.
Call 419-308-2458
2BR apts. W/D. close to campus
& downtown, very nice, S610/mo.
121 E. Court St. 419-352-0300.
3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th St.
Avail May 4 August 2011
Pets welcome. Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com
3 BR house,unfurn,139 S College
S990/mo, inclds gas. dep req
Avail. 5/15/11, year lease.
Call 419-601-3108.
3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse,
3 miles from campus,
newly remodeled, $725/mo + util.
Call 419-708-9981.
4 BR house, 1st block of Manville,
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239
426 E Wooster, 3 bedroom,
S950/mo. utils inc. avail 8/2011.
Call 419-352-5882

[VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
$99 Deposit Special!
Free Heat & Waterl
Large Patio1 Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www varsitysquareapts. com

Brick home. 2BR. nice, near
campus, S750/mo. avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882
COZY, clean 2 rm effic, utils incl.
S435/mo, ideal lor grad students,
no pets, non-smoking. 12 mo
lease, call 419-352-2104

March 2011 #
* Apartments Available *
• Semester Leases •
• Minutes from BGSU »
* Pet friendly community •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

Jay-Mar 803 / 815 8th St - 2BR's.
S475-495/mo tgas/elec A/C,
DAV, university shuttle, great
location! Call 419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Large 1BR, near campus,
Avail Fall 2011. S475/mo.
utils incl Call 419-352-5882.
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Beginning (or the birds?
Shaq on Ihe court
Beat
to one's door
Vietnam Veterans Memonal
architect
Ramadi resident
Local cinemas, colloquially
Whip-cracking cowboy of old
films
Weight room sound
Venetian arch shape
Ethel, to Lucy
Canyon-crossing transport
Fridge raider
Hong Kong harbor craft
Field for the fold
Remote power sources?
Thing to blow off
Sign before Scorpio
Sky blue
Postgrad hurdle
"Cosmos" host

7m

Large 4 BR house. 149 Prospect.
W/D hook up. close to campus.
avail. July 15. $1000/mo *util.
Call 419-353-1556.
Lrg. well-maintained 3BR w/ W/D.
attached garage. 3 person max
occup Avail May, $650/mo + util.
Call 419-601-0781.
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Lotto relative
Assure, with "up"
Titan is its largest moon
Most foxy
Landmass encompassing the
Urals
Wax-filled illumination
Bombast
Artist's topper
Victor's chuckle
Conductor Previn
Came up
Sargasso or Coral
Parks and others
Zellweger of "Chicago"
Prince Valiant's son
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THE WASH HOUSE

THE HEAT<^>

V^MMMi*/! 248N Main 419 354-1559
tlwiftgWlgl 16 beds. 2 boolhs • Myslic Tan
VAJ i# C4# IW No appointment needed

525 Ridge I 419-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth-no appl. needed

Centem SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT $«*$&<*
TanningCenterBG.com

LARGE 2 BR furn. apt. 2 blocks
from campus, A/C, laundry,
quiet, clean, avail 8/15.
Call 419-352-1104

\J

For Rent

993 S. Mam I 419-353-8826
sb^s,2boon»• appt.naiuwe

„. „ iaft,ni
«nfi»i <w<

For Rent

For Rent

Room lor rent, S. College.
$350/mo, utils incl. newly
remodeledlCall 419-708-9981

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartments!, Houses' Condosl
Pet Friendly
Great Locations all over town!
332 S Main St. BG

Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util, cable. WiR,
cats allowed Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG com

419-352-5620

May -12 month leases
230 N Enterprise -1br - $380/mo.
322 E. Court - Ibr - $440/mo.
453 S Prospect - 1 br - $330/mo.
266 Manville - 2br -S590/mo.
837 3rd St - 3br - S825/mo
www.BGApartmsnts.com
419-352-8917

The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd
$365-$395/mo + elec.
1BR apts avail, newly updated,
laundry on site great location,
www.bghighlandmomt.com
Call 419-354-6036

May houses, close to campus:
521 Pike -2BR, 248 Troupe -3BR,
5 & 6 BR houses available
Call 419-308-0736 for full listings.
NEW REDUCED RENTI
3BR house, 1 blck from campus,
227 S. College - S750/mo.
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman.
www troboserentals.com

sTVYWOODAPTSJ
Studios/1 Burm

SPRING/SUMMKR
I.KASHS 2011
Sign one vesr lease, get half I
of 1" month's rent FREE!
•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
• '511011-161™ leasesavailable

Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

1
4
9
14

Effic, 1 S 2 BR apts, May or Aug
For more info call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

# Reduced Rate in

• Heat included*
• Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts, S650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St Call 216-337-6010

Avail. August 2011. 3 BR houses.
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
606 5th St - $750/mo.
118 Clay St - $875/mo.
218DillSt-$1,000/mo.
3BR apt-443 N Enterpnse-$500
2BR apt -112 Ridge - $325/mo
Call 419-308-2456 for more info.

35
36
37
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Classified Ads

Signs off on
Chile _: stuffed
Mexican dish
N.L. team managed
by Tony La Russa
since 1996
Abbr
44 Scarlett's home
80s-'90s legal drama. 45 World Cup chant
and this puzzle's title 46 Horseshoes feat
The Daily Beast, eg
47 Revolutionary Hale
To be, to Brutus
49 Fully fills
Like the Islamic caJ50 Hewlett-Packard rival
endar
52 Banned orchard spra>
Rets" whistle holders 53 Full-grown filly
Natural burn balm
55 Setting for many a
joke
Pitts of "The Gale
Storm Show"
57 Taoist Lac-_
58 Majors in acting

• 419-352-7691 KHO
cormoranlco.com

419-352-6339

1 HUTS!

P

COLLEGE
STUDENT IJX

/

ONE MONTH FREE RENT!
with 12 month lease.
Good through 3/31/11

BENTWOOD ESTATES
• 3 or 4 Bedroom Houses
• Air Conditioning
• Garages
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves

available at:
aduHmart
7582 U.S. Ri
Gibsonburg,
419.288.2131

W mlnutti away from BGSU!

FREE GIFT

•Washer and Dryer

(419)352-0717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

Ui (**u£. e| rioK*

with this coupon
E<p«ei 4.30,2011

www.GreenbPiarRantals.com
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